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are is an inherent part of our retail eco-system.
Customers come to retail stores or go online to shop,
but the last mile connect is always the caring retail
employee or the delivery associate of the online
retailer. The role of a retail associate is becoming
more and more important as India has 10 million+
retailers with 43 million retail employees. Almost 200 million+
Indians are dependent on the retail ecosystem for their livelihood.
With this background, TRRAIN initiated the Retail Employees’ Day
Celebration on December 12.
IMAGES Group has been a passionate believer in our initiative and
has supported us year after year by launching the Retail Employees’
Day Supplement on December 12. Our dream is to spread the
message and look forward to that day when 50 million+ retail
employees across our country celebrate the day as their Diwali,
Christmas and Eid. The icing on the cake will be when the whole
world celebrates the day and recognizes the efforts put into the
retail ecosystem by these associates to not only sell products but to
passionately care about making the experience a wonderful one.
I am so happy that we are progressing towards scaling up Retail
Employees’ Day Celebration within the country as well as globally.
Apart from India, UAE and Turkey, we have confirmation from the
Philippines Retail Association that they will encourage retailers to
celebrate the day with their employees. I am hoping that with word of
mouth, the happiness will spread around the world faster than even
I can ever dream of.
Indian retail will move towards the $2 trillion mark in the next few
years and we as an industry will have to create a large workforce of
caring people who are inspired to work in the industry and make a
career out of it. We are fortunate to have a partner in RAI (Retailers
Association of India) and IMAGES Group, led by Amitabh Taneja,
who is passionate about taking the retail industry in India to new
heights.
Here’s wishing every retail employee a very happy and prosperous
career. Happy Retail Employees’ Day!

BS Nagesh
Founder TRRAIN
(Trust for Retailers and Retail Associates of India)
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etail in India is a labor-intensive industry and retailers
are particularly dependent on robust HR processes.
But while today’s retail associates in India display some
common global characteristics – a need for constant
validation, expectations of rapid career growth
(extending to financial growth), hands-on guidance
and mentoring, and a job that offers a good work-life balance –
retailers worldwide continue to record high employee attrition rates,
especially at the front-end.
Today’s retailers have come to realise that their workforce is as central
to brand success as their customers. They have understood the
need to ensure that staff play an active and positive role in building
brand relationships with shoppers and customers. In order to keep
consumers coming back, retailers have realised it is important to
retain top quality talent.
In an effort to retain talent, brands and retailers are working hard
towards target-oriented training and development programmes as
well as overall employee satisfaction. Factors such as enablement,
a sense of trusted community, and personal development are being
seen as the keys to staying ahead of the curve.
It is a documented fact that retailers who revisit the needs of
employees generally reap higher rewards. In companies where
employees are treated as critical enablers of customer experience,
instances of retail associates delivering outstanding customer
experiences are common. Some of these examples are so noteworthy
that they have become case studies on how to enable employees to
consistently create above-average customer relations.
In this special Retail Employees’ Day (RED) supplement with
IMAGES Retail, we bring you some of extraordinary stories of
truly remarkable retail professionals. We also tell you how many
organisations lay special emphasis on nurturing their employees,
constantly acknowledging and rewarding.
We want to extend a heartfelt thanks to BS Nagesh and his tremendous
work through TRRAIN, which has facilitated the birth of the annual
RED supplement and has unleashed an entire movement to
acknowledge the real retail brand ambassador – the retail associate.

Amitabh Taneja
CMD and Editor-in-Chief
Images Group
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Retail Employees Day, 2018

The Arvind family
wishes everyone a
very Happy
py Retail
D !
Employees Day!
We thank you for everything you do to
keep our customers
happy!
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here is a popular saying
which goes: “Treat your
people well, and you
will never have to worry
about your customers”. At
Orion malls we believe the
tireless work of our retail associates is
what defines us as a mall. They are the
frontline brand ambassadors of each and
every store and brand that is part of the
Orion family. And they hold the key to a
great customer experience.
Ever since TRRAIN came up with the
noble idea of dedicating a day to these
unsung super heroes of retail, we have
been an enthusiastic part of the Retail
Employees’ Day celebrations. After all, it
isn’t often that one gets an opportunity
to celebrate these amazing men and
women, who dedicate themselves
to providing an experience to our
customers.
Over the years we have been privileged
to witness remarkable stories of retail
employees going above and beyond their
call of duty to serve customers. Heartwarming incidents about how they have
pandered to every whim, gone out of
their way to please customers, handled
tough situations with dignity, and have
displayed exemplary honesty.
By Sunil Munshi, Sr. General Manager - Retail
It brings us immense pleasure to
(Orion Malls) at Brigade Enterprises Limited
celebrate their indelible contributions to
the collective growth of the organisations
Every year on December 12, we celebrate
they represent as well as Orion malls as
Retail Employees’ Day with enthusiasm
a whole. It’s a day for us to extend our
heartfelt gratitude and thanks for the
at Orion malls. It’s a day where we get
tireless work that they do, every year on
to pamper the people who pamper our
December 12, the Orion Mall team visits
customers...
each store and personally thanks store
staff and celebrates the day with them by
distributing chocolates to each individual as a token of appreciation.
Every year on December 12, we celebrate Retail Employees’ Day with enthusiasm at Orion malls.
It’s a day where we get to pamper the people who pamper our customers. We enjoy making our retail
associates feel special and valued, while expressing our gratitude towards them. In the mall, displays
announce this special occasion to the world and help spread awareness amongst mall visitors. Just
like for any festive occasion, food and drink are an integral part of Retail Employees’ Day as well. Retail
associates across Orion malls stores are personally thanked and treated by us.
Being part of the retail industry is a tough proposition and career choice – often retail employees
work when the rest of the world is on holiday; they spend long hours away from their families. It takes
tremendous dedication and passion to serve others selflessly. It is our fundamental belief that our retail
associates know their customer best, and that investing in them, empowering them, listening to their
opinions, and trusting their judgement is the smartest way to collective success.
Retail Employees’ Day celebrations at Orion Mall has become a glorious tradition of appreciation and
recognition. It helps build morale and reinforces our common mission of creating fantastic customer
experiences. We are immensely thankful for the contribution of the Retail Associates who are part of
the Orion malls family. These remarkable people are the true custodians of our values, our warmth, our
promise and our defining customer experience.

Pic Courtesy: Lifestyle

The Day When
We Say,
‘Retail Employees’
Yay!’
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Diversity & Inclusion Not
Choice, But Business Necessity
In an exclusive interview, Priya M Pillai, HR-Head, Titans Retail and Corporate Functions, talks about the D&I
quotient of an organisation, the multi-general workforce and the contribution of Millennials to the industry…

P

riya M Pillai has over two decade’s varied experience with many global brands. She has played
many parts on the corporate stage, from scaling FMCG businesses to creating brands to now
crafting human capital strategy. She has spent a large part of her career in the retail and service
industry like Unilever, Titan and Mahindra Retail, and managed varied portfolios from sales,
operations, human capital to heading the e-commerce business. In her current role she heads HR
for Titan’s Retail & Corporate functions.
In her earlier years, Priya worked in business operations which played an integral role in shaping her to
become the person she is today. The exposure received in these roles makes her quite the unconventional
human resources professional.
Over time, she has successfully developed concepts and strategies and helps build plans for brands, business
& budgets to achieve business objectives and growth. Recently, she was conferred the ‘Leading Woman in
Retail’ by an international women leadership forum. She aspires to continue building businesses and brands in
the consumer space.

Tell us about your foray into the retail industry and your experience so far.
I spent a decade of my career in hospitality and FMCG sectors. I have been in retail for close to 15 years now and
during this period I have been fortunate to have ventured into couple of roles – retail operations, retail training
and human resources. Each of these experiences have shaped my understanding of customers and given me
new perspective on our front-end retail staff (otherwise as shoppers, we tend to take them for granted). At Titan
we call them our brand ambassadors, because they deliver our brand promise to the customers. They are the
most important stakeholders and it is our constant endeavour to keep them at the centre of our decisions.

According to you, how important is inclusion and diversity in the workplace, and why?
Diversity and inclusion in the workplace aren’t about perception management or an exercise in quota filling.
More diversity means greater profits. As per LinkedIn Recruiting Trends 2018, diversity is a top trend affecting
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how talent is hired and it is no longer
just seen as an aspect to improve
company culture but as a lever to boost
productivity.
McKinsey report shared that
companies in the top quartile for ethnic
diversity were 33 percent more likely to
have above-average profitability than
those in the bottom quartile. In the case
of gender diversity, there was a gap of
21 percent between the top quartile
and the bottom quartile – which is a
direct correlation between diversity
and profitability. Research suggests
that diverse companies are better at
attracting top talent and their decisionmaking, customer orientation and
innovation quotient is also enhanced.
Therefore greater diversity and
inclusion will not only increase

women in store management role has
direct impact on store productivity and
store profitability.
We sometime look at D&I from
a singular lens of gender diversity,
however in today’s world it means
more than race and gender. There’s
growing significance placed on creating
environments where a variety of
different voices are encouraged and
heard - diversity of thoughts. These
voices come from people who may or
may not be of the same gender, race,
ethnicity or generation. Today we have
multi-generational workforce and for
the young Millennials, the D&I quotient
of an organisation is an important
decision-making factor while choosing
their employer. In India this will only
multiply with the 600 million young

designing HR policies that make it safer
and more lucrative. However,retail as an
industry has some ground to cover in
this area and we will have to look at this
multi-fold.

Early Adoption- Partnering with
educational institutions/NGOs to set
up retail oriented vocational/degree
courses for women to create interest
in the sector in an early career stage.
Conducive Eco-system- The retail
ecosystem needs to be sensitised to
the challenges faced by women in
retail. This will enable longevity and
positive word of mouth making it
lucrative for more women to choose
a career in retail.

Cultural Shift- Counselling and
mentorship to women employees
and their families aimed at creating
a shift in thinking in the society. This
will make women employees more
confident of their choices and create
a positive environment at home as
well.
Health & Wellness- Companies
should invest in the health and
wellness of women employees. This
will help overcome the feeling of
retail being a physically demanding
work option (standing for long hours)
The changes in the regulatory ecosystem required are on respect to
government policies are-

productivity but it can improve a
company’s performance too. Also, retail
lends itself well for women for reasons
like location and flexi-working model.
Retail stores are fairly spread out and
hence women need not travel too far to
reach their place of work. Retail is also
amenable to flexible/part time models
which helps women who are young
mothers or primary care givers to other
family members and help provide them
with a reliable source of income. Such
a convenient model is a great stepping
stone for women who aspire to work.
It is important to get more and more
women into store management cadre
and they can be groomed into other
retail management roles as well. We
have seen that a good mix of men and

Indians under the age of 25.
In my view D&I is not a choice, but a
business necessity.

Do you think there is a lack of
awareness about the importance
of inclusion and diversity in
the industry? If yes, how can we
battle it?
D&I is at a nascent stage in India. The
‘Global Gender Gap Report’ (2017)
released by the World Economic Forum
(WEF), presented India at a low rank of
108 out of 144 countries on the gender
equality scale, slipping from 87 in 2016.
There are corporates in India that are
taking significant steps in making their
workplaces more inclusive for women
not just through hiring but also by

Infrastructure- Regulation regarding
working conditions for women in
retail including but not limited to
rest-rooms in stores, creches in
large shopping complexes/malls,
ergonomically designed counters
and furniture etc. This will ensure a
minimum baseline for organisations
to follow and create a positive
outlook for the sector.
Safety- Ensuring safe transport
infrastructure for women especially
at night while returning after working
hours.

Flexible working models- One of the
advantages of retail for women is the
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which in turn leads to increase in higher
customer retention& productivity.

As a woman aspiring to be in
retail, how does one develop
themselves in order to grow in
this industry?

Pic Courtesy: Big Bazaar

flexibility that it offers for women
who want to work part time or on an
per hour basis. Relaxing regulatory
frameworks for ease of operating
flexible working relationships can
go a long way in making Retail a
lucrative option for women.

What are some of the initiatives
that Titan takes to ensure
diversity and inclusiveness in the
team?
‘Diversity & inclusion’ is the cornerstone
of Titan’s growth strategy. At a very
early stage of Titan’s inception, we had
assembly lines managed by women in
our manufacturing plants, crèches and
transport facilities to support them. In
some of our plants we have all women
managed assembly lines as well. This
is much before organisations started
talking about diversity and inclusion.
Currently we are also working towards
extending the creche facility for our
retail employees, as per the recent law.
Diversity begins right at the top. 17
percent of our leadership team are
headed by women. Besides marketing
and design functions, we also have
business roles headed by women. Focus
begins right at the entry, in our MT and
GET programmes, by design, we have
over 35 percent women joining us.
Given the nature of our businesses even
at entry level we have 32 percent women
workforce.
All our policies and practices are
inclusive in nature. For example, in our
travel policy care is taken for safety of
women by ensuring adequate support
is given to early morning and late-night
travel. All our HR policies and practices
on hiring and promotions foster a
culture of inclusivity and diversity.
Our policy on ‘Ethics & POSH’ is
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extended beyond our employees to the
Business Associates, vendors, off role
employees as well and employees of
business associates.

How does Titan celebrate and
recognise the efforts made by the
thousands of retail associates
across the country? How does
this impact the organisation?
Our brand ambassadors (our frontline associates) are some of our most
critical stakeholders. Throughout
the year we have several platforms
where they are celebrated and
recognised. Our recognition programs
celebrate exemplary customer service
through platforms such as SMILE
and Make Hearts Beat. Last year,
SMILE was awarded the Excellence
in Communication award at the
BCCM awards by Tata Group. Some
of these stories have been recognised
by TRRAIN awards. Make Hearts Beat
has won awards at NASSCOM (use of
technology in enhancing customer
experience) and International Customer
Experience Award 2018. Similarly, there
are international recognition trips,
the Face-to-Face programme where
associates come together, connect
and celebrate their achievement with
the leadership team. Impressions is
another program to recognise the best
retail talent and this is inclusive of the
employees of our business associates.
We also use Litmus tool and get real
time feedback from our customers and
this feedback is tracked employee wise.
And 45 percent feedback has also been
incorporated to change process and
policies.
The strength of the engagement has
several positive impacts, one of them
being higher retention percentage

Exploring different roles and aspects
of retail is very important. The key
lies in understanding the entire value
chain. This especially gets you closer
and deeper understating of consumers.
My advice to retail aspiring women
would be to keep the learning quotient
hungry and thirsty, explore different
roles and geographies. Also, remember
that exposure to different geographies
enhances the learning. One needs
to spend lot more time in the field
and stores, engage with associates
and customers. Keeping your eyes
and ears open to feedback from the
consumer and being responsive to
the dynamic market trends with your
agility and adaptability is a critical
success factor. Take up challenging
roles and assignment and break your
own psychological barriers on roles
that we can and cannot do. Constantly
challenge the status quo.

What would be your advice to
young women who want to be
part of the retail industry?
Fungibility in retail is very high and
talent can move across functions, so
experience across the value chain
in the form of roles and projects
helps. Keep yourself abreast of retail
landscape and changing consumer
trends. Create support system around
you, both personal and professional
life,that nurtures you to take on larger
responsibilities. It is important to build
your professional network, helps to
gain access to information and tacit
knowledge.
Another important aspect is to build
deep domain expertise in one or two
domains of retail which becomes your
anchor as you take on different roles.
Constantly have the right balance
between the people and the business.
Since, we live in a very dynamic world
where there are days and months when
business is not doing well, your support
to your people during such times
becomes important.

Salute the Bravehearts
By Kumar Rajagopalan, CEO, Retailers Association of India

A detailed look at why employees in retail deserve to be recognised and appreciated…

R

etail is a business that is by the people, for the people. India has a population of over
133 crore, and every individual is a consumer. Retail is the industry that meets their
consumption needs. It is estimated that India’s retail sector employs 4.4 crore people.
The success or failure of a retail business depends on the quality and the variety of
products and the kind of service offered by retailers and the people employed by
retailers. Retail, as an industry, truly represents inclusive employment. It requires people
at various levels of education and with various capabilities and abilities.

Not For The Faint-Hearted
Retail, many a times, is perceived as the last port of call for people who don’t get employment
elsewhere. However, only 1 out of 10 people applying in retail are capable of being in this industry –
not because they don’t have an aptitude for retail, but because they don’t have an attitude, especially,
for a consumer-facing role.
The most difficult retail job is at the front-end. Those who man the stores shoulder many
responsibilities, both from the consumer end as well as from the brand’s end. They are expected
to adhere to best customer service standards as it directly impacts a brand’s perception among
consumers. People who are into buying and merchandising are expected to have a deep
understanding of products. There are various other people involved in retail, which includes
people doing maintenance, HR, finance, store planning, operations, accounts, store design, visual
merchandising…the list is long. And almost all of them are required to have some understanding
of technology as retail as an industry uses more technology than any other.
In fact, it is said that the level of technology used in retail is second only to NASA. We use
technology for design, for supply chain, logistics, for selling to people at the front-end and for
payments. Therefore, retail is also seen as a place to develop capabilities at a technology level.
However, the place where the real experience of retail is, has always been the front-end. Be it when

India has a
population of over
1.3 crore, and
every individual
is a consumer.
Retail is the
only industry
that meets their
consumption
needs.
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India’s retail sector employs
4.4 crore people. Only 1 out of
10 people applying in retail are
capable of being in this industry
– not because they don’t have an
aptitude for retail, but because
they don’t have an attitude for a
consumer-facing role.
Retail is one of the most exciting
industries to be in, but also the most
difficult. It demands a lot from each
person who works in it. Our belief is that
employment in retail is to be celebrated.
Because it tests the ability of individuals
to go beyond the call of duty in order
to give the right kind of experience to
end-consumers. The same product is
available in many places. But customers
only choose a particular place to buy
a product or a service because of the
kind of experience they derive from that
place. A significant portion of credit for
that goes to the employees who serve
them. Working in this industry is akin to
being a cast-member in a drama where

Pics Courtesy: Lifestyle

selling to a customer in a store or while
delivering a product booked through an
online platform to someone’s home or
office. It’s wrong to believe that online
or e-commerce will reduce employment
because online / e-commerce employs
scores of people in logistics and last-mile.
There are a lot of expectations
from individuals in retail. Most retail
companies adopt various HR best
practices to help them meet these
expectations. There are programmes
in place to develop the workforce on
grooming and soft-skills, customer
service and technical know-how to help
them do their job well and grow. On an
average, companies spend `41,838 per
employee per annum on Learning &
Development (L&D). Companies with
less than 1,000 employees spend about
`16,350 per annum, per employee.
Many companies also have a structure
in place for career development of their
employees. All this anchors well for
retail as an industry. However, there
are a plethora of traditional retailers
in this country who are not attuned
to employee practices. Even if they
are, they are not able to state their
employee-friendly policies well enough.

appreciation from audience gives huge
satisfaction.
Retailers Association of India has
been very fortunate to have partnered
with TRRAIN, which has conceived the
Retail Employees’ Day (RED). The day
is celebrated all over India. In fact, now,
other countries too are adopting this
novel concept.

Celebrating Retail
Retail Employees’ Day is a humble way
of thanking people who work in retail.
For the most part of the year, retail
employees are busy taking care of the
consumer. But it’s an entirely one-sided
transaction. They are willing to take flak
from the consumers while at the same
time trying to give them the best. Retail
Employees’ Day is a huge opportunity
for employers as well as consumers
to express their gratitude towards the
employees interacting with them.
The initiative cheers the fact that
someone is working in retail. It
recognises the fact that people are doing
well in retail. We believe that there
are champions all across the country
who work in retail, who deserve to be
recognised. Many companies have
started using this as an opportunity to

recognise champions in their businesses.
Retail is an intensive industry.
Therefore, sometimes it makes a huge
difference to associates when not just
employers but even the immediate
family appreciates their exemplary
service. Retail Employees’ Day can be
used as an opportunity to invite family
members of employees to show their
much-needed support towards their
employment in retail. It helps family
members appreciate the hardwork
their family member is doing. Families
also get to know how retail businesses
operate and grow.
Retail Employees’ Day could also be a
day when students are brought in stores
so that they can experience first-hand ‘a
day in the life of a retail associate’ and
appreciate the hardwork that a retail
employee puts in. It can also be a day
when vendors, suppliers, and service
providers to retailers thank retailers for
the business they have been accorded
through the year.
Retail Employees’ Day is when we
salute people in retail. We believe that
retail is not for the faint-hearted. For
those who have the right attitude, it can
be a great career that can help them
achieve long-term well-being.
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HOW COMPANIES
CELEBRATED
RETAIL EMPLOYEES’ DAY
2017
Retail Employees’s Day (RED) has found widespread acceptance across retailers and brands
of all sizes and across geographies. Planning for the event starts over 1.5 months in advance
leading to buzz being created one week before the day.

R

etail Employee’s Day (RED) celebrated on the 12th of December every year is the only such
day in the world, which is dedicated to the hard work and effort put in my the millions of retail
associates across the globe. This year, RED has been adopted by one more country. Retailers
across Philippines will be celebrating this day for the first time, joining the nations celebrating
RED – India, Turkey and UAE.
In 2017, India saw many more retailers join in the celebrations and made this day special
for their associates. We can see each year the numbers are steadily rising which goes to show the power and
impact of the initiative started by TRRAIN (Trust for Retailers and Retail Associates of India) and BS Nagesh’s
vision of creating awareness about the incredible work put in by all the retail associates.

Let’s take a look at some of the
celebrations from last year.
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ARVIND
The Retail Employees’ Day
celebrations at Arvind Lifestyle
Brands Limited impacted the
lives of 7500 employees across 50
cities and towns.
To kick start things, the team
launched an app for their
associates, SMILEs – which is a
one stop solution of everything
HR!
The associates and employees were
thanked in person and were each given a badge as a token of gratitude and
appreciation. A greeting card for RED along with information on SMILEs &
how to download the app was also shared with the associates. There was also
an in-store celebration with cake cutting, activities & just unwinding.
On social media the official Arvind Facebook page was a buzz with
celebration photographs from across the country and an official hashtag
was created #ALBLRED that was trending through the day. Video from
their brand ambassador was shared with all the associates. The celebration
photographs and posts wishing employees on the occasion of RED were put
up on the official LinkedIn page as well.

ITC
The ITC Limited Lifestyle Retailing
Business Division celebrated Retail
Employees’ Day with the theme “A
Day to Thank. Honour. Appreciate.”.
The day was dedicated to recognising
the efforts of the front–end and
sales associates for providing
the customers with a world class
shopping experience.
Across the country the celebrations
took place simultaneously and along
with personalised mementos given
out to each associate, there was also
a cake cutting ceremony that was
undertaken.
The team expressed gratitude
to the associates for living up to
the promise of delivering superior
customer experience with full
fervour and for providing support to
strengthen the brand’s foothold in
the retail industry.

DHIRAJ SONS – THE
MEGA STORE. SURAT,
GUJARAT
While we do believe that RED is all
about our retail associates, it is also
true that such a unique day can also be
celebrated, keeping in mind a larger
idea. Dhiraj Sons, a supermarket based
in Surat celebrated this day in a grand
way, making it special for each and
every associate.
Started in 1947 as a small grocery
store, Dhiraj Sons was transformed
into one of the first departmental stores
in Gujarat in the year 1984. They have
gradually added many stores under the
parent store across Surat. On RED they
celebrated their retail associates in an
unique and memorable way.

There was an art competition
arranged which saw the associates
showcase their talents with a cake
cutting and goodie bag distribution.
But what stood out was their blood
donation drive. They dedicated this day
to raise awareness about the importance
of blood donation and the associates
contributed to a great cause.
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VODAFONE
Vodafone celebrated Retail
Employees’ Day in a unique manner
in 2017. There were a series of
activities that were part of the PreRED celebrations followed by making
the D Day memorable for all the associates and employees.
At the initial kick off, a teaser was followed up with recognising
the Customer Experience stars and an associate Nishant’s career
story was highlighted. Right after that Balesh Sharma, CEO,
Vodafone Idea Limited, addressed the whole nation and through
a mobile broadcast, Kavita Nair, Alok Srivastava and Arun Rajan
addressed the whole fraternity.
On 12th December 2017, the associates at the stores were
presented with personalised pens while store teams were
photographed and personal photo jackets were also gifted to each
member in the teams.
The store associates posted their photographs on social media
with the #BeSuperHer and expressed their love for Vodafone. In
Delhi, associates made the photographs fun by posing wearing

RAYMOND
The team at Raymond celebrated Retail Employees’
Day in 2017 by launching ‘Ace Radio’ in their stores
and TRRAIN Circle an engagement app for all their
associates. The teams cut cakes across all stores
and posed for photographs with interesting party
props. The day was made memorable for each of the
associates in the store by encouraging them to take
some time out and celebrate what they do every day!

SHOPPERS STOP
The day was made memorable by launching
costumes and masks while the associates in Orissa received
an in-store radio for the associates and they
personalised mugs and the Customer Care Executives in Rajasthan
also got a pleasant surprise in the form of a
became store managers for a day.
video wall which screened all their profile
The was a talent hunt organised in Assam and the North East
shots through the day. The teams also
region and in Gujarat a rapid fire quiz content was conducted over
celebrated by recognising and honouring the
WhatsApp apart from a Minute to Win It game which was also
associates with certificates of appreciation
played in the stores in Orissa.
and ‘Thank You’ letters for each and every
In Bihar, the celebrations took a noble turn,
one of them.
where the associates fed the poor while in
Kolkata a mock newspaper was circulated
featuring the stores popular heroes.
There was a fun round of Dubsmash
VIVIANA MALL
as well in Gujarat, Uttar Pradesh and
The associates at the mall had a gala
Delhi. One of the unique ways the
time on RED as they put on their
teams celebrated was by calling in
dancing shoes and took the stage in
the parents of the associates and
the mall to showcase their prowess
facilitating them in front of their
with the beats. Some of the associates
parents. There was a cake cutting
were also awarded for their exemplary
ceremony and dinner was served
performances off-stage as well. The
after the closing time for all present.
celebrations concluded with a cake
Additionally, senior leadership team
cutting ceremony.
members visited the families of the star
performers and facilitated them in the
presence of their family.
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PANDA RETAIL, BHUBANESHWAR, ORISSA
The team at Panda Retail have been celebrating Retail Employees’ Day
with a lot of fervour since 2013 and this time they celebrated in a grand
manner. The celebrations started early, from December 6, onwards. A
‘Thank You’ card was sent to all the store associates across all the three
stores in the city of Bhubaneshwar and two Fabindia franchise stores.
A quiz contest was organised on December 10th, along with other
team building games were conducted. There was a song competition
on December 11th., On December 12th, a grand red carpet welcome was given to the
employees followed by a cake cutting ceremony. Shiba Prasad Panda, MD and Manaswini Panda, Director of Panda
Retail welcomed every associate by showering rose petals as they walked in. They also gave away gift and certificates of
appreciation and personalised ‘Thank You’ notes. Additionally, the family members of the associates who completed
5, 15, 20 and 35 years of service were also invited on this occasion. They were awarded the Long Service Award and
facilitated with gold coins and certificates.

WALMART

LEVIS
Levi Strauss & Co. celebrated
Retail Employees’ Day in
2017 by creating a cherishing
experience for their retail
employees in partnership with
their franchisee to make every
staff working with Levi Strauss
India Pvt. Ltd. feel special.
12th December, 2017 turned out to be one of the most special days for
their brand ambassadors – the associates. Store associates came together as
a family & celebrated this day with great enthusiasm. The day started with
specially designed wishes being mailed to the stores (see photo) by the Retail
Director, India and the Training Team. It was followed by cake cutting, sweets
distribution, & team members indulging in fun activities. Dedicated profile
photos on WhatsApp Store groups, narration of personal stories and retail
experience with respective teams added to the joy and warmth of the day.

@HOME (BY NILKAMAL)
Retail Employees’ Day celebrations at @
home were basically about celebrating
the efforts of the associates and
employees for their undying love for the
brand.
In their words:
When a brand communicates its values
to its people,
it makes them do better,
it makes them communicate the same
to customers.
More importantly though –
it makes them Belong,
& makes them Happy.
A message from the Executive
Director and President (Furniture) at
Nilkamal wrote a small message for the
employees:
Dear Friends,
On the occasion of World Retail
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Employees’ Day, I wish to thank each
and every one of you for your relentless
support.
You are the real stars of @home’s
success story. You have taken the 5
pillars of our value system and made
it an integral part of your interaction
with our customers. You have indeed,
brought to life the values and made
the brand Reliable, Equal, Aesthetic, a
Sherpa, and Youthful.
Today is dedicated to you and your
hard work and with all my heart, Wish

Krish Iyer shared a poem written by
an employee.
Retail’s Dedicated Employees!!
Here’s to the real heroes of the retail
world.
Customer Service is first for them
around the world.
Greeting, helping and keeping that
wonderful smile always
Making customers satisfied and
happy always.
Serving our customer with quality
products with lowest cost
Is our mission our focus foremost at
all cost
Helping not only the organization to
achieve the goal
But in turn be part in building nation
as a whole.
Thank you to all of us who makes the
difference each day and moment in
the lives of our customers It’s time
to celebrate and appreciate for the
dedication made by each one of us.
Happy Retail Employees’ Day
you a Happy Retail Employees’ Day.
With folded hands,
Manish Parekh
Executive Director and President
(Furniture) | NILKAMAL LTD.
In celebration, the stores were shut
at 7 pm on the day of RED which was
followed by a quick event and backdrop
setup and then began the team games,
fashion shows and dance competitions
where not only the associates but their
family members were also invited.
Awards for the Best Performers were
handed out and followed by a cake
cutting ceremony.

ADLABS ENTERTAINMENT
LIMITED
109 F
109F celebrated Red with lot of
enthusiasm and fun. A cricket
tournament titled ‘RED Cricket League’
was organised where both male and
female employees participated. The
trophy was given to the winner team
along with participation certificate
to all the players. A cake cutting
ceremony was also done and the letter
of appreciation was presented to the
employees.

Adlabs Entertainment ensured that RED
would turn out to be a special day for
their employees to cherish. The entire
staff clicked group selfies to mark the
occasion. Senior managers addressed
the employees and thanked them for
their contribution. Later games and
other activities were organised to keep
them engaged. The day ended with a
cake cutting ceremony.

ANGEL AGENCIES CHERTHALA
ABAD RETAIL
Abad retail celebrated RED by thanking
their employees for their efforts and
contributions. A cake cutting ceremony
was conducted and employees had fun
and games sessions.

ADIDAS
At adidas, RED celebration was a happy
one. A cake cutting ceremony was done
for the employees. Later games and
other activities were organised to keep
employees engaged. The employees
participated in small teams and had fun
throughout the day.
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Angel Agencies Cherthala RED
celebration was serene. Employees were
addressed by the senior most manager,
who honoured employees with gifts and
certificates. The senior most employee
was asked to cut the cake as the team
celebrated.

BAGGIT
Nina Lekhi, CEO, Baggit addressed the
employees with a personal message and
appreciated their efforts, also thanking
them for their commitment and
dedication for the company. A special
badge was given to the employees and
cake cutting ceremony was done.

BASKIN ROBBINS
Baskin Robbins honoured the
employees on the occasion of RED.
Certificates were given to the employees
for their contribution to the company.
Few were given trophies for their
excellence in different areas of service
throughout the year.

BEING HUMAN
Being Human celebrated RED across all
their stores and distribution centers in
India. Employees were honoured with
certificates for their contribution and
services to the company.

BIG BAZAAR
Big Bazaar celebrated RED across all
their stores and distribution centers in
India. Employees were given a badge
and colourful caps to mark the occasion.
Cake cutting ceremony was done at
different stores, along with activities to
keep the employees engaged.

CKC GROUP
BRAND FACTORY
Brand factory celebrated RED across
all their stores and distribution centers
in India. The CEO addressed the
employees at all the stores by a video
message for their support, hard work
and dedication towards the brand. The
employees were later honoured for their
excellence and services.

CALVIN KLEIN
Calvin Klein conducted a series of
engaging activities for their employees
at different stores. The employees
clicked group pictures with their
managers and other staffs. A cake
cutting ceremony was done at the end.

CKC Group celebrated RED with lot
of enthusiasm and fun. The company
CEO addressed and welcomed the
staff on the day. In his speech, he
applauded the energy and spirit of
the employees. The employees were
honoured with individual medals,
trophies and certificates for their
hardwork and dedication towards the
company throughout the year. Special
engaging activities were conducted for
the employees where the entire team
participated.

FOREVER NEW
The Forever New store at Select
CityWalk, Delhi celebrated RED with
enthusiasm and fun. The entire staff unit
came together and clicked group photos.
The senior manager distributed smily
badges to the entire team. A cake cutting
ceremony was conducted and the staff
was engaged in different activities. The
winners were given chocolates and
cookies. Also certificates were given to
the employees for their contribution and
hardwork in the past year.

CMM ARENA RETAIL
At CMM arena, the RED celebration was
a happy one. The hall was decorated
and the senior member from the
management conducted the lamp
ceremony. The employees were given
badges and were thanked by a special
note. Individual prizes, trophies and
certificates were given to the employees
for their sincere and hard work for the
last year.

FABINDIA
Fabindia RED celebration was quite
an innovative one. The employees
dressed themselves into ethnic attire
and held placards with creative quotes
to mark the occasion. A tree was planted
with a message written on every leaf
congratulating the team for their
splendid work.

CENTRAL OBEROI MALL
RED celebration at Central Oberoi mall
was a happening one. Special message
from the management was sent to all
the employees. The employees were
honoured with individual medals,
trophies and certificates for their
hardwork and dedication towards the
company throughout the year. Special
engaging activities were conducted for
the employees where the entire team
participated.
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EVOK
Evok RED celebration was sober and
simple. Employees gathered together
along with their managers and
congratulated each other. A cake cutting
ceremony was done and employees
were asked to participate in the activities.

FEMINA SHOPPING MALL
Femina Shopping mall marked the
occasion by a cake cutting ceremony
and acknowledge and thanked their
retail staff by giving them a certificates
as small token of appreciation.

FORUM VIJAYA MALL
Forum Vijaya Mall, Chennai welcomed
its employees in a very special way on
the occasion of RED. The retailer staff
entry gate was decorated and special
hoardings, boards and flex with RED
messages were put on the various points
in the mall. The white boards placed
had space for customers to write and
thank the staff for their dedication and
hardwork. A ‘Thank You’ card was given
to every staff to mark the occasion.

GRAND FRESH SUPERMARKET
Grand Fresh Supermarket RED
celebration was an exciting one.
The senior most member from the
administration welcomed the staffs
and surprised them with gifts. The
employees were given special Red
celebration photo-frame with ‘Today is
My Day’ message printed on it. Entire
team held the individual photo-frame
and clicked group photos. Certificates
and other lucky coupons were given to
the employees honouring their service
and hardwork.

HASTKALA
At Hastkala, the RED celebration was
a happy one. The employees gathered
in the store and clicked group photos
with their managers. A cake cutting
ceremony was done and sweets were
distributed.

INORBIT MALLS
BS Nagesh, CEO, TRRAIN addressed
the employees of Inorbit Mall on the
occasion of RED. He spoke on the
importance of the Retail Employees’s
Day and also thanked the staff for
their contribution. Special boards with
messages were put at different places at
the mall. The employees clicked group
photos and held placards. A cake cutting
ceremony was done and employees
were gifts and certificates of honour to
mark the occasion.

HOMESTOP
Homestop celebrated RED by thanking
their employees for their efforts and
contributions. Special ‘Thank you’ cards
were placed in different counters of
the store. The employees were gifted
with plants and bouquet as a token of
appreciation. A cake cutting ceremony
was done and employees clicked group
photos to mark the occasion.

JCB
JCB salons celebrated RED with fun
and enthusiasm. The company CEO
addressed the entire staff and team.
The salon was decorated with ballons
and other decorative stuff. The best
employees were given certificates
and gifts. A cake cutting ceremony
concluded the event.

INFINITI MALL MALAD
HAMLEY’S
Hamley’s RED celebration was
dedicated to the employees and the
kids. The employees gathered in the
store and clicked group photos with the
kids and toys. A cake cutting ceremony
was done and sweets were distributed.
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Mukesh Kumar, CEO, Infinity Mall
addressed the entire staff on the
occasion of RED. He thanked the
employees for their hard work,
dedication and contribution to the mall
and consumers. Later, games and other
activities were organised to keep the
employees engaged.

JUST WATCHES
At Just Watches, the RED celebration
was a happy one. The employees
gathered in the store and clicked group
photos with their managers. Sweets
were distributed among the employees
to celebrate the occasion.

KAVERI SUPERMARKET
At Kaveri Supermarket, the RED
celebration was a happy one. The
employees gathered in the store
and clicked group photos with their
managers. Cake cutting ceremony was
done and sweets were distributed to
celebrate the occasion.

LULU MALL
LuLu Mall RED celebration was a quite
eventful one. A huge white board was
placed in the centre of the mall, where
employees from all the stores wrote
messages. The senior member from the
management addressed the retail and
mall staffs on the occasion and thanked
them for their hard work. Cake cutting
ceremony was done and the employees
were treated with snacks. Later, LuLu
Football Challenge was played and
teams from the different department
participated. The winners were given
trophy and medals.

MARKS & SPENCER
The Marks &Spencer celebrated RED
by bringing their staff together for
games and fun activities. Indoor games
were played and everyone was asked
to participate in it. A photo-frame was
given to every employee with their and
picture and thanking note written in it.
A cake cutting ceremony was done at
the end.

KIRTILALS
At Kirtilals, the RED celebration was an
exciting one. The CEO addressed the
entire unit and badges were given to
the employees to mark the occasion.
Trophies and certificates were given
to the best employees. A ‘Thank You
Board’ was kept at the center of the
store, where employees were asked
to write their message. A cake cutting
ceremony was done at the end.

MAX RETAIL
MAHAVIR STORES
Mahavir Stores celebrated RED by
thanking their employees for their
efforts and contributions. A cake
cutting ceremony was conducted and
employees had fun and games sessions.

Harinat, HR Retail, Max addressed the
employees on the occasion of RED.
He distributed sweets and chocolates
among them. Games like musical
chairs, ball throw in the box and other
entertaining activities were conducted.
Employees also shared their experience
with the organisation one by one. A cake
cutting ceremony concluded the event.

LIFESTYLE
Lifestyle celebrated RED in quite
happening way. A special stage was
created to conduct the events. The
entire store, exit and entry points
were decorated with ballons and
other stuff. A cake cutting ceremony
was done. Later games and other
activities were organized to keep the
employees engaged. Few performed
on the Bollywood numbers and other
participated in the other activities.
Special plants with a RED message were
planted to mark the occasion.
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MCDONALDS
MANYAVAR
RED was celebrated at all the stores of
Manyavar pan India. A cake cutting
ceremony was done and employees had
fun and games session.

RED was celebrated at every outlet of
McDonalds with fun and excitement.
Star performers were given certificates
and gifts for their work. Other
employees were given chocolates and
sweets. A cake cutting ceremony was
done and employees were gift coupons.

to share their experience with the
organistaion. Games like musical
chairs, ballon fight, ball throw in the
box and other entertaining activates
were conducted in which employees

METRO SHOES
Metro Shoes RED celebration was a
happy one. Cake cutting ceremony
was done and the special lunch was
organised for the employees. The
staff clicked group photos with their
managers and participated in the other
engaging activities.

OBEROI MALL
Oberoi Mall celebrated RED by giving
the employees a surprise movie ticket at
the PVR Icon. The employees enjoyed
the movie and snacks. After movie,
the team clicked selfies with placard
carrying special message to mark the
occasion.

participated whole-heartedly. The cake
cutting ceremony concluded the event.

PANTALOONS

MOCHI SHOES
Abad retail celebrated RED by thanking
their employees for their efforts and
contributions. A cake cutting ceremony
was conducted and employees had fun
and games sessions.

ONLY

Pantaloons RED celebration was unique
in its own way. Retail employees were
asked to bring on their family members
as well. The employees along with their
kids took part in a fashion show. Indoor
games including special activities were
organised to keep the employees and
their families engaged. A cake cutting
ceremony was done and the employees
were given coupons and gifts for their
contribution towards the company.

Only celebrated RED by thanking
their employees for their efforts and
contributions. Indoor games and
activities were held and employees
participated with full zeal and
enthusiasm.

PEPE JEANS

NAVJEEVAN STORES
Navjeevan Stores celebrated RED by
thanking their employees for their
efforts and contributions. A cake
cutting ceremony was conducted and
employees had fun and games sessions.
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PACIFIC MALLS
RED was celebrated with great
enthusiasm and fervour at Pacific mall.
The celebrations included managers
appreciating the team and talking to
them about the history and significance
of RED. Each employee was given
chocolate and sweets and was asked

Pepe Jeans celebrated RED by thanking
their employees for their efforts and
contributions. Indoor games and
activities were held and employees
participated with full zeal and
enthusiasm.

by cake cutting. Employees clicked
selfies with their respective group and
managers to mark the occasion.

RAMRAJ COTTON
PHOENIX MARKET CITY
MUMBAI
Phoenix Market City Mumbai celebrated
RED by thanking their employees
for their efforts and contributions.
Chocolates and sweets were distributed
among the employees and group selfies
with the team was clicked.

Ramraj Cotton, Coimbatore
celebration was a happy one. The store
manager addressed the staff on the
occasion and thanked them for their
contribution and hard work. A cake
cutting ceremony was conducted at the
end.

SAFARI
Safari celebrated RED by thanking
their employees for their efforts and
contributions. A special ‘Thank You’
message was circulated among the
employees. Games and other fun
oriented activities were held at the
stores.

SELECT CITYWALK
PRISMA LEGGINGS AND
JEGGINGS
Prisma Leggings and Jeggings
celebrated RED by thanking their
employees for their efforts and
contributions. Cake cutting ceremony
was conducted and the employees were
served pizzas and snacks in lunch.

RED was celebrated with great
enthusiasm and fervour at Select
CityWalk. The celebrations included
managers appreciating the team and
talking to them about the history and
significance of RED. Each employee
was given certificate of honour and
was asked to share their experience
with the organistaion. The cake cutting
ceremony concluded the event.

RELIANCE
PUMA
Puma celebrated Red by giving their
employees a coffee mug with RED
congratulation message printed on it.
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Reliance celebrated RED by giving a
red carpet welcome to its employees at
their respective stores. Every employee
was welcomed in a traditional way
by putting a garland, flowers and
haldi/kumkum on their forehead.
The welcome ceremony was followed

SHOE EXPRESS
Shoe Express celebrated RED across
all their stores and distribution centers
in India. Employees were given a
badge to mark the occasion. Cake
cutting ceremony was done at different
stores, along with activities to keep the
employees engaged.

SPLASH SALON
Splash Salon celebrated RED by greeting
their employees with flowers bouquet
and thanked them for being a part of the
organization.

TANISHQ
STAR BAZAAR
Star Bazaar celebrated RED across all
their stores and distribution centers
in India. Employees were given a
badge and colourful crowns to mark
the occasion. Appreciation trees were
made on the walls with messages
by customers for their favourite and
star employees. The entire store was
decorated and the employees took
part in various activities such as Talent
Hunt and musical chair. A cake cutting
ceremony was conducted at the end.

Tanishq celebrated RED by greeting
their employees with flowers bouquet
and thanked them for being a part of the
organisation. The team clicked group
photo with their manager and took part
in the team engaging activities. A cake
cutting ceremony was conducted at the
end.

UCB VASHI
UCB Vashi celebrated RED by thanking
their employees for their efforts and
contributions. A cake cutting ceremony
was conducted and employees had
fun and games sessions. Indoor games
including special activities were
organised to keep the employees and
their families engaged. Special boards
with messages were put at different
places at the store.

THE CHILDREN PLACE
The Children Place celebrated RED
by thanking their employees for their
efforts and contributions. A special
badge with the message ‘We make a
Difference’ with smiley was given to the
employees followed by a gift card.

STYLE PLUS
Style Plus celebrated RED by greeting
their employees and thanked them for
being a part of the organisation. The
senior most employee was asked to cut
the cake in order to mark the occasion.
The staff clicked group photos with their
managers and participated in the other
engaging activities. Dedicated profile
photos on WhatsApp Store groups,
narration of personal stories and retail
experience with respective teams added
to the joy and warmth of the day.
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VIVEKS
Viveks celebrated RED by greeting their
employees and thanked them for being
a part of the organisation. The senior
most employee was asked to cut the
cake in order to mark the occasion.

TRENT
Abu Backer, MD, Trent participated in
the RED celebration at one of its center.
He thanked the employees for their
contribution and dedicated. He also
gave them Special RED message card.
The employees were given certificates
and gifts honouring their role and
services. A cake cutting ceremony was
done and employees took part in the
other activities after that. The employees
posed with placards with ‘Thank You’
and other quotes to keep themselves
and the team motivated for the future.

ZARA
Zara celebrated RED by thanking
their employees for their efforts and
contributions. Chocolates and sweets
were distributed among the employees
and group selfies with the team was
clicked. The entire store was decorated
and the employees took part in various
activities such as ‘Talent Hunt’ and
musical chair.

RETAIL EMPLOYEES’ DAY

Other Celebrations
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Planning to make Retail
Employees’ Day big for your
asscoiates this year too?
Share stories and photographs
of your celebrations with us on
red@trrain.org
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‘Employees Made To Feel Like Kings &
Queens at Kaya on RED’

R

etail Employees’ Day (RED), December 12,
celebration holds a special place in the yearly
event calendar of brand Kaya. The brand
believes in applauding the efforts which
retail associates put in across on all public
holidays and festivals with the sole intention
of assisting the customer and finding ways to delight them.

Importance of RED
“When people come together with a commitment to
perform extraordinarily every day, the ultimate retail
experience is built. While no single day is enough to
appreciate our retail employees, earmarking a day like this
where every brand, every organisation, every individual is
celebrated together brings an element of festivity into a day.
Retail Employee’s Day is a wonderful initiative by TRRAIN
to recognize, applaud and celebrate the undying spirit
of retail employees across the country. Kaya being a skin
and hair care business, the expectation of the customer is
very high from our employees. Also as an organisation, we
always aspire to create customer delight. While most people
recognise the efforts of our employees, very few stops to
thank and applaud them. Dedicating a day to celebrate
these employees gives them the
recognition they rightfully deserve.
It also helps create awareness
and empathy for their jobs,”
said Nivedita Nanda, Group
CHRO, Kaya Limited.

Celebrations
“The employees who
always believe that the customer is the King are made to feel like Kings & Queens
themselves. We ensure personalised messages reach our teams, they receive a
memento and the leadership team personally thanks them for their effort. In the past
we have included the employee families in our celebrations as well to thank them for
providing support to our employees,” says Nanda.
Last year, on RED, the employees were greeted with personal messages and were given a memento, their
contribution was applauded by the team managers. The family members of the employees are also invited on the
occasion.
For this year, we will be organising RED in a town hall, where the members of the leadership team will connect
with every single Kaya employee through video conferencing. We plan to thank each and every member
personally for their belief in the brand and their passion and the dedication to work with us. We will also present
awards to some consistent performers as well.
We are also celebrating the employees who have completed 15 years with the Organization along with cake
cutting and fulfilled activities in our clinics. Also, once again we will distribute mementos to all our employees
thanking them to be part of us.
Being a women-centric organisation, we have drafted a new policy with additional leave and reduced work
hours to help mothers balance their work without compromising on any important milestones in their child’s
life. I think this will be a big gift for all the employees. We are going to announce this on Retail Employees’ Day.
“Additionally, since staff members miss many holidays and festivals because they are working at the clinic,
RED will be one day when they can leave early and spend time with their families,” concludes Nanda.
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Safe & Healthy Wins
the Race!
By Binoli Patil, Head- People and Content Management, TRRAIN

Workplace safety helps ensure everyone has a safe place to work and prevents
unnecessary accidents. Giving your company’s employees a list of daily safety
tips in the workplace will help everyone become aware of the safety challenges at
your company and learn how to prevent them...

A truly
healthy working
environment
is not merely
safe but
stimulating
– William H. Stewart

T

Binoli Patil comes with
a Masters in Applied
Industrial Psychology
with a strong learning and
development background
in Retail including Fashion
brands and Hypermarkets.
A determined passionate
professional armed with
high energy and resilient
mindset who possess skills
of designing, developing
and implementing cuttingedge people development
programs needed for a
versatile retail organisation.

imes have changed when it comes to the concept of work environment. Earlier
in a factory set up, it was all about adhering to safety measures as per norms.
Today, in addition to safety measures, we are also concerned about a healthy
and stimulating work environment.
A healthy work environment is about more than just being safe. A positive,
motivated and a healthy workplace is one where employees in addition to
feeling secure and enjoying safe physical work environment are recognised for the work
they do while enjoying a positive social environment that encourages respect and fosters a
sense of belonging and purpose.
For starters, let us focus on the basic standards of maintaining a safe working
environment both from the employer’s as well as the employee perspective.
Workplace safety helps ensure everyone has a safe place to work and prevents
unnecessary accidents. Giving your company’s employees a list of daily safety tips in the
workplace will help everyone become aware of the safety challenges at your company and
learn how to prevent them.
As a retailer, you know it’s important to ensure that your retail space is safe for both
customers to shop at and employees to work in. There are a variety of ways a workplace can
become unsafe, including inattention to detail or inconsistent floor checks, that may lead to
injury or illness. While the Occupational Safety and Health Act has safety recommendations
for workplaces, your retail store is only as safe as you keep it. There are a variety of factors to
keep in mind when evaluating the safety of your store.
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Factors such as exposed wire from
lighting or computers, open flames in a
store display, improper storage in a back
room or combustible materials left near
a heat source are major fire hazards
that could harm both employees and
customers. To ensure you’re prepared
for any fires that may arise, always keep
fire extinguishers in your store and
make sure all employees are trained
in how to use them. Be aware of your
surroundings and high-risk areas like
your backstore and stock room.

Keys to Health & Safety at the
Workplace
The following keys to health and safety
will help the retailers prevent accidents
and other incidents from occurring in
their business:
Set up a workplace health and
safety program and include this
training as a part of the associate
induction program.
Identify potential threat/ hazard
area and control risk.

locked office to create a more secure
environment.
Secondly, when we talk about
the healthy stimulating workplace,
one question always pops up. ‘Is the
employer solely responsible for the
safety at workplace?’ Unfortunately,
the answer is ‘No’. The workplace is not
only made of the fixtures, the place
and products, but also – and most
importantly – of its people. No matter
how stringent the safety norms an
organisation sets, if employees do not
abide by the rules, regulations and
policies of the organisation, it will all
be in vain. And that’s why a Code of
Conduct exists in most organisations.

What’s a Code of Conduct?
A code of conduct is a simple, yet
fundamental, set of rules and policies
which an employee must follow daily
will ensure a healthy work environment.
All employees must be fully aware of
all the policies of the organisation and
ensure that they follow it.

Provide and educate employees
through posters, media and other
forms of communication regarding
the workplace safety norms and
procedures.

A Code of Conduct can easily be
understood in 3 elements:

Regularly monitor and conduct
safety inspections

The Prevention of Sexual Harassment
Act was bought into practice as per
the 1997 Vishaka judgement. Sexual
harassment includes,‘such unwelcome
sexually determined behaviour
(whether or by implication) as:
Physical contact and advances
A demand or request for sexual
favours
Sexually coloured remarks
Showing pornography
Any other unwelcome physical,
verbal or non-verbal conduct of
sexual nature.
where any of these act can be
humiliating and may constitute a health
and safety problem.’

Keep records and statistics about all
audit checks.
Provide adequate ͤrst aid.
Hold regular health and safety
meetings.
Security cameras also lend additional
safety to workers, who have the
assurance of knowing any thefts/
illegal activities will be captured on
camera. Deposit money frequently
to prevent large amounts of cash
from piling up. Keep a cash lock box
and secure employee’s valuables in a

1. POSH- Preventions of Sexual
Harassment

2. Whistle Blower Policy
A whistle-blower, as defined by this
policy, is an employee who reports an
activity that he/she considers to be illegal
or dishonest to the senior authorities/
management. The whistle-blower is not
responsible for investigating the activity
or for determining fault or corrective
measures; appropriate management
officials are charged with these
responsibilities. The whistle-blower
can maintain anonymity as per his/her
convenience.

3. Disciplinary Conduct
Under this policy all employees at
all levels are subject to strict action
if found guilty of fraud, theft or
embezzlement.
All employees should always adhere
to safety standards at workplace to
prevent accidents.
Employees/workers should
immediately report broken
amenities, unsafe workplaces, or
potential hazards in the works.
They should stay alert in cases
of emergencies and be aware of
emergency exits and procedures.
Always maintain a professional
relationship and space with other
employees, whether senior or junior.
Employees are discouraged from
developing personal and romantic
relationships with colleagues as this
creates conflict of interest.
Employees should report cases of
abuse and conflict before it escalates,
and employers must take immediate
action according to company policies
and procedures.
To conclude, as a part of retail industry,
we are accountable to make our
workplace a safe one, a place we all
love coming to. By taking responsibility
ourselves, we must ensure that we make
a habit of adhering to all company
policies and procedures.
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How Retail Landscape is Changing
Because of its People – the Retail
Associates & the Customers
By Ahtesham Siddiqui

Retailers know that in order to remain in business, they must meet the demands of
evolving customers; therefore, they do everything they believe is needed to fulͤl
these demands.

T

he Indian Retail landscape has evolved rapidly over the last two decades, largely
due to increased disposable income, change in family structures, greater exposure,
awareness and so on. In the last decade, emergence of technology has impacted retail
significantly. Different categories have responded differently, depending upon how
customers view them and customer behaviour when it comes to buying. While retailers
have played their part in changing the Retail landscape, the biggest contributor to this
change has been the customer.

Changing Customers
Some of the significant changes that have been witnessed in customers in the recent past include:
More customers are getting comfortable with the digital medium and are choosing multiple
channels to buy. In addition, they are now expecting seamless experience from brands for sales
and after-sales-service.
Convenience is the key. The customers’ choice of channel or combination thereof depend on the
convenience and experience that the channel offers. This may vary across categories.
Customers are now willing to serve themselves as they become increasingly certain of what they
would want to buy, thanks to elevated awareness and knowledge levels.
Customers need expert advice only in the case of certain products. An increasing level of
customers now do not need advice on fashion and lifestyle products but may need advice
particularly on technical products.
Relationship and personalisation have become critical in building trust and continued patronage.
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want to work for themselves driven
by a desire of not wanting to be
controlled.
The current generation of
associates has an increased need
to communicate and collaborate in
comparison with older generations.

Conclusion
Retailers know that in order to remain in
business, they must meet the demands
of evolving customers; therefore, they
do everything they believe is needed
to fulfil these demands. Unfortunately,

Many organisations that boast of
internal growth of their people can
seldom show the career path to their
associates, tell them what is expected
of them for professional growth,
and what they can expect from the
organisation.
The nature of work in the retail
industry and the need for productive
deployment of associates to
manage costs, warrants part time
and temporary work. The industry
has a lot to benefit from flexibility
in deployment. This initiative will,
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The way customers are evolving is
influencing retailers to respond either
pro-actively or reactively. Every brand
nowadays has online presence. With
regard to physical stores, retailers
are increasingly moving to new store
formats with enhanced experience,
online fulfilment centres, logistics hubs,
and so on. Retailers are reaching out
to smaller towns where the customers’
aspirations are at par with their
counterparts in metro cities. To deliver
personalisation, retailers are relying on
an increasing amount of data.

Changing Retail Associates
While changing customers are
influencing the retail landscape and
how retailers do business, the evolution
of Retail Associates has led to different
aspirations. These are not very different
from those of their counterparts from
other industries. Some of the key changes
in the new age retail associates are:
Retail associates want to take
charge of their careers. They have a
strong desire to learn and develop
personally. If they do not see learning
and growth opportunities, they are
quick to move on.
More people are looking for meaning
in their work.
The desire to acquire higher
educational qualifications has
increased.
They are very comfortable with
digital interactions, thanks to
the Internet and smartphone
penetration.
An increasing number of people

not many Indian retailers give adequate
attention to the aspirations of their
people. Very often, the reason given
is high attrition. However, this is an
analogy to the famous chicken and egg
story. If the retail industry and retail
companies provide them opportunities,
why would they look elsewhere?
Each organisation has a customer
and product strategy. There is an
opportunity to marry this strategy
with their people strategy which will
facilitate associate retention and help
achieve improved results. While each
organisation must customise their
people strategy, the following pointers
may be of help:
Given that there are many roles
from replenishment to customer
relationship to product advisor /
expert, it should be possible for most
retailers to classify their jobs by skill
level. This provides a platform for
people to learn, upskill and grow
at an early stage in their career.

however, require sustained efforts
over an elongated period.
Technology can help facilitate
learning as well as engagement.
With smartphones, reaching out and
connecting has become easier.
There are opportunities for
organisations to develop product
specialists from their associates and
develop their career towards more
impactful roles such as buying and
sourcing.
Retailers expect their associates
to build relationships with the
customers. The quality of the
relationship they build is a
consequence of the relationship they
enjoy at work and the recognition
they get for their contribution.
In time to come, retailers who are proactive and lead in meeting the aspirations
of their customers and associates will
find it easier to successfully execute and
sustain new strategies.
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TRRAIN
Retail Awards 2018:

Retail
Champions

T

RRAIN organised the seventh edition of its flagship TRRAIN Retail
Awards in Mumbai on Day 2 of the Retail Leadership Summit on
February 21, 2018. The event awarded front-end retail associates
working across the retail sector for their exceptional customer
service initiatives across categories like Specialty Stores, Department
Stores & Malls, QSR, Retail Services, Retail Services, Supermarkets &
Hypermarkets. Persons with Disabilities working in retail were also recognised for
demonstrating excellence in their jobs as a special category.
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Amitabh
Taneja, CMD, and
Editor-in-chief, CL
Raheja, Chairman,
K Raheja Corp,
BS Nagesh,
Founder - TRRAIN,
Chairman Shoppers Stop Ltd.
unveiling “I Just
Did It” a collection
of the Awardwinning stories
of TRRAIN Retail
Awards 2017.

Department Stores & Malls
Kavitha T – Lifestyle Stores
Category Winner, Department Stores & Malls
Kavitha made sure that the right pair of shoes were delivered to a customer who
lived in a remote town in Andhra, and that the delivery was made in time so that the
customer could attend an engagement function the next day.

Priyanka Das – Marks & Spencer Reliance India
Category Winner, Department Stores & Malls
Priyanka personally helped out a customer with a speech impediment and proved that
empathy, compassion and a whole lot of positivity never go out of style.

Ravi Mehrotra – Shoppers Stop
Category Winner, Department Stores & Malls
Ravi delivered a bulk order of 250 customised shirts to a different city, well in time for a
corporate event, at very short notice. Talk about great performance under pressure.

(L to R) Kavitha T, Priyanka Das and Ravi
Mehrotra

Supermarkets & Hypermarkets
Manjunath – Big Bazaar
Category Winner, Supermarkets & Hypermarkets
Manjunath played the perfect gentleman when he personally volunteered to take care
of the entire shopping list and fast track the billing process of a pregnant customer, who
was more than pleased with his attention and service.

Faizal Hussain - StarBazaar
Category Winner, Supermarkets & Hypermarkets
Faizal defied all odds to deliver a parcel to a customer who had an international
flight to board. Faizal volunteered to home deliver the package for the customer’s
convenience but got delayed because of traffic. Undeterred, he made a dash for the
airport and delivered the parcel just in time.

Bhavya Chawla – HyperCity
Category Winner, Supermarkets & Hypermarkets
Bhavya took pictures of all the multi-grain organic flours available in store and sent
it to a customer to choose. Bhavya also got package delivered to the clinic where the
customer came for her treatment since she couldn’t visit the store. And he did all this
without even being asked.

(L to R) Manjnunath, Faizal Hussain, Bhavya
Chawla with the awards

Retail Services
Rajesh O – Wonderla
Category Winner, Retail Services
Rajesh, Office support staff at Wonderla Amusement Park went far beyond his
job description when he helped a visitor find her lost medicine bag from the waste
segregation area of the Amusement Park on a day when the park was closed for
business.

Papiya Dutta Purkayastha – Vodafone India
Category Winner, Retail Services
Papiya overheard a troubled customers conversation regarding his inability to transfer
money to his son and suggested a way out with M-Pesa. The customer was so happy
with the solution, he returned to the store with a box of chocolates.

Nirmalendu Biswas - BigBasket
Category Winner, Retail Services
Nirmalendu’s personality and customer centric approach makes him a client favourite.
He took an elderly couple all the way to an ATM so that they could make their bigbasket
payments. And while he was at it, he also helped them find a domestic help.

(L to R) Rajesh O, Papiya Dutta and
Nirmalendu Vishwas with the awards
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Quick Service Restaurants
Narender – Dunkin Donuts
Category Winner, Quick Service Restaurants
Narender went the extra mile and baked a fresh batch of doughnuts just to help a mom
put a smile on her crying 3 year old’s face at 11 in the night.

Arrola Shiva – Baskin Robbins
Category Winner, Quick Service Restaurants
Arrola helped a whole bunch of ice cream lovers satisfy their sweet tooth cravings in the
middle of the night, in the middle of nowhere, when he opened his Baskin Robbins ice
cream parlour on National Highway 44 at 1:30 am just to serve them ice cream.

Arpan Singh – WOW! Momo
Category Winner, Quick Service Restaurants
Arpan struck up a conversation with an interested customer at a traffic signal and
made him an offer he couldn’t refuse. Arpan gave him a Wow! Momo leaflet and told
him all about their home delivery service so the customer could enjoy Wow Momos not
just alone, as was usual, but with his whole family.

(L to R) Narender, Arrola Shiva and Arpan
Singh with the awards

Specialty Stores
Hiren Parmar – World of Titan
Category Winner, Specialty Stores
When a customer bought two watches as gifts but left them behind at the Airport Store in
Mumbai, Hiren made sure the surprise he’d planned didn’t go to waste. He contacted the
Chennai store and arranged for the customer to pick up the same watches on his way home.

Vikas Sah – Manyavar
Category Winner, Specialty Stores
Vikas literally saved the day when he kept the store open all night just to help a groom - to
- be and his closest friends and relatives find a new Sherwani hours before the wedding.

Nitin Baria & Mohd. Irfan – Titan Eyeplus
Category Winner, Specialty Stores
With their sheer ingenuity, the duo invented a new pair of glasses that would provide
relief to an aged customer with a drooping eye-lid condition. Their effort helped the old
lady reclaim her old passion of writing.

(L to R) Hiren Parmar, Vikas Sah, Nitin Baria
and Mohd. Irfan with the awards

Specialty Stores
Rahul Singh – Unlimited
Category Winner, Specialty Stores
Rahul demonstrated unusual tact, skill, and an ability to think on his feet when he
made four Iraqi shoppers feel comfortable with the help of google translate and some
cutting chai. 5 hours and a bill worth `50,000 later, it was evident that the customers
were pleased with the service.

Syed Irfan – Levi’s
Category Winner, Specialty Stores
Irfan set an example of dedication, teamwork and out of the box thinking when he
helped over 90 Malaysian tourists enjoy a shopping spree at the store, despite the
language barrier and generated a revenue of `2,04,453 for the brand in a single day.

Chethan K – Ruosh
Category Winner, Specialty Stores
Stormy weather, store timings, limited stock, nothing could stop Chethan from going
out of his way to make the customer smile. He went beyond the call of duty to personally
home deliver the perfect pair of shoes at 12 in the night.
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(Lt to R) Rahul Singh, Syed Irfan and
Chethan K with the awards

Integrity Category National
Winner
Roshan Parab – Kapil’s Salon &
Academy
Integrity Category National Winner
Roshan viewed hours of CCTV footage,
got the whole team involved and went
through the contents of multiple waste
bins just to help a customer find the
jewellery she had mistakenly wrapped
in tissue while visiting the salon and left
behind.

Special Jury Award
Ramprakash Suryawanshi – Titan
Eyeplus
Ramprakash left no stone unturned to
deliver a pair of glasses to a customer
who was arrested shortly after placing the
order. He contacted the jail authorities and
offered to conduct a free eye check up for
all the inmates. Finally, 150 spectacles were
delivered along with the one for the original
customer.

Being Human Category National
Winner
Pravin More – INOX
Being Human Category National
Winner
Pravin’s presence of mind and timely
efforts saved a movie goer’s life who
suffered a vertigo attack. He arranged
for someone to accompany the ailing
woman and her husband to the nearest
hospital. He also helped the patient’s
mother reach the hospital.

Person with Disability Category
National Winner
Ankur Sharma – Max Fashion
Person with Disability Category
National Winner
Ankur provided excellent customer
service to the mother of a hearing
and speech impaired girl. The mother
wanted to buy the perfect dress for
her daughter. Ankur stepped in and
communicated with the girl in sign
language over a video call, understood
her preferences and helped her mother
find the right dress.

HR Initiative
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Dhruv Narayan Kannojia – V Mart
Dhruv Narayan has exceeded customer
service expectations by bringing a lot of
uniqueness to what he does. He uses sign
language to identify barcodes and product
MRPs and help clients enjoy a great
shopping experience.

National Winner Gold
Nitin Baria & Mohd. Irfan –
Titan Eyeplus
With their sheer ingenuity, the duo
invented a new pair of glasses that
would provide relief to an aged
customer with a drooping eye-lid
condition. Their effort helped the old
lady reclaim her old passion of writing.

National winner Silver

National winner Bronze

Nirmalendu Biswas – Bigbasket

Bhavya Chawla – HyperCity

Nirmalendu’s personality and
customer centric approach makes
him a client favourite. He took an
elderly couple all the way to an ATM
so that they could make their bigbasket
payments. And while he was at it, he
also helped them find a domestic help.

Bhavya took pictures of all the multigrain organic flours available in store
and sent it to a customer to choose.
Bhavya also got package delivered to
the clinic where the customer came for
her treatment since she couldn’t visit
the store. And he did all this without
even being asked.
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Landmark Group Proudly
Celebrates RED with Much
Fanfare

A

t Landmark Group, Retail
Employees’ Day is given a
special status as it is a very
special day in the lives of
all front-end retail staff.
“It’s a day to take a pause
from our daily schedule to thank our
front-end retail staff and their families
for their unequivocal support in making
us one of the leading retail companies
in India. It’s a day, to thank them for
their untiring efforts, create awareness
and empathize for their jobs and the
significant role they play in the lives of all
customers. It’s a day, to thank them for
their untiring efforts, create awareness
and empathize for their jobs and the
significant role they play in the lives of
all customers. They enable us to build
a workplace that creates and promotes
a culture of respect, pride, openness,
transparency, and camaraderie which
makes us a vibrant and happy place
to work. It’s also a day to celebrate
their achievements and successes at
work and have a day full of fun that
spreads happiness in their lives,” says
Venkataramana B, Group President,
Human Resources, Landmark Group.
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Celebration:
At Landmark Group, we take pride to
celebrate Retail Employees’ Day (RED)
each year with much fanfare. The day is
packed with a series of exciting activities
that are carried out across stores.
Senior management teams from the
corporate and regional offices visit the
stores to thank the employees for their
exceptional customer service and hard
work.
‘Thank You’ messages are conveyed to
the entire staff through the recognition
program of the brand. Loyal customers
are invited to felicitate the awardees.
The families of the staff are personally
invited by store management to attend
the celebrations at the store. Corporate
employees are encouraged to spend
the day with the frontline employees
and personally thank them for the great
work they do. The festivities are also
turned into a competition, with the store
that has the best celebrations being
awarded a rolling trophy.
For 2018, apart from store visits, cake
cutting, and other fun-filled activities,
employees will be greeted by a video
message from selected members of the

Lifestyle senior leadership team. Also,
one store employee from each store
will receive the Best Employee Award
which carries a GV worth `2,000. Each
employee will be given a badge that says
‘I am a Landmark Superhero’; because
for the organisation, they truly are
superheroes.
At Max, a special event called Max
Fash Bash is being organised. The top
six teams from across all stores in each
region will participate at the store level
grand finale of Max Fash Bash (Group
Fashion Show) to be held on December
12 across various malls in the country.
The RO finalists representing members
from all regional offices, store managers
and warehouses will participate at the
grand finale of Max Fash Bash at the
Corporate office on December 14.

LETTERS OF
APPRECIATION FROM
SENIOR MINISTERS
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CELEBRITY
SPEAK!

Congratulatory
messages by
famous celebrities
on conclusion of
RED 2017.
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‘I PLEDGE TO
CELEBRATE’

In an joint
j i initiative
i i i i by
b TRRAIN & RAI, CEO’s, co-founders,
f d
HR
managers and retailers were asked to post selͤes with a placard ‘I
PLEDGE TO CELEBRATE’ to mark the RETAIL EMPLOYEES’ DAY 2018
celebration.
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